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Abstract 

Background: Acute respiratory infections (ARIs) represent the most common illnesses in the 

first two years of life worldwide. Most ARIs are usually not severe, but they contribute to 

numerous physician consultations, antibiotic prescriptions, and socio-economic burden. Initial 

findings also show possible associations between ARIs and chronic diseases, like Asthma. The 

reported frequencies of ARI in infancy vary widely and have been insufficiently studied in 

Germany so far. In particular, birth cohort studies with the use of symptom diaries represent an 

effective design and tool to assess the frequency and full burden of disease.  

The goal of this work is to give an overview of birth cohort studies recording ARIs by using 

symptom diaries, starting at birth, and to determine the frequency of ARI and possible factors 

associated with the frequent occurrence of ARI in the first two years of life.  

Methods: A systematic scoping review (ScR) using four electronic databases (PubMed, Embase, 

CINAHL, and Web of Science) was conducted at the beginning to give an overview. To present 

the burden of ARI, data from the LöwenKIDS birth cohort study collected collaboratively by the 

LöwenKIDS team including the author of this work was analyzed. The ongoing LöwenKIDS 

study recruited 782 newborns from November 2014 to February 2018 in five study regions in 

Germany. Analyses were limited to 288 participants with nearly complete diary entries before the 

covid pandemic. Descriptive analysis was based on longitudinal as well as cross-sectional data. 

Associated factors were identified using Poisson regression.   

Results: The ScR showed that only 22 birth cohort studies worldwide used symptom diaries to 

identify respiratory infections starting from birth. The LöwenKIDS-cohort represents the 

youngest cohort and, together with the COPSAC cohort, one of the few that collected symptom 

diary data over six years. The analysis of respiratory infections demonstrated that on average 13.7 

ARIs (SD: 5.2, median: 14.0, IQR: 10-17) were reported in the first two years of life, with a mean 

duration of eleven days per episode (SD: 5.8, median: 9.7, IQR: 7-14). ARIs occurred more 

frequently in the winter than in the summer, increased over the first year of life, remained stable 

through about the second year of life, and slowly declined towards the end. Attending daycare 

and having siblings was associated with an increased frequency of ARIs in the first two years of 

life, while exclusive breastfeeding for less than four months was associated with fewer ARIs 

compared to exclusive breastfeeding for a longer period.  

Conclusion: This thesis gives an overview of birth cohort studies using symptom diaries and 

provides detailed insight into the symptom burden of ARI in children in Germany during the first 

two years of life. 

Langer, Susan: How often are children affected by acute respiratory infections? Frequency and 

symptom burden of acute respiratory infections in the first two years of life by using symptom 

diaries in the LöwenKIDS study, Halle (Saale), Univ., Med. Fac., Diss., 79 pages, 2022 
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Referat  

Hintergrund: Akute respiratorische Infektionen (ARIs) stellen weltweit die häufigsten 

Erkrankungen in den ersten zwei Lebensjahren dar. ARIs sind meist nicht schwerwiegend, führen 

dennoch zu zahlreichen Arztbesuchen, Antibiotikaverschreibungen und sozioökonomischen 

Belastungen. Die berichteten ARI Häufigkeiten variieren stark und sind bisher unzureichend in 

Deutschland untersucht. Geburtskohortenstudien mit Symptomtagebuch-Ansatz stellen ein 

wirksames Instrument dar, um die gesamte Krankheitslast zu erfassen.  

Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, einen Überblick über bestehende Geburtskohortenstudien zu geben, in 

denen ARIs mit Hilfe von Symptomtagebüchern erfasst wurden, und die Häufigkeit von ARIs 

sowie mögliche assoziierte Faktoren für das häufige Auftreten von ARIs in den ersten zwei 

Lebensjahren zu bestimmen.  

Methoden: Zu Beginn wurde ein systematischer Scoping Review (ScR) unter Verwendung von 

vier elektronischen Datenbanken (PubMed, Embase, CINAHL und Web of Science) 

durchgeführt. Zur Darstellung der Krankheitslast durch ARI wurden Daten aus der LöwenKIDS-

Geburtskohorte herangezogen. Die LöwenKIDS-Studie rekrutierte von 2014 bis 2018 782 

Neugeborene in fünf Studienregionen in Deutschland. Die Analysen beschränkten sich auf 288 

TeilnehmerInnen mit nahezu vollständigen Tagebucheinträgen vor der COVID-19-Pandemie. 

Die deskriptive Analyse basierte sowohl auf Längsschnitt- als auch auf Querschnittsdaten. 

Assoziierte Faktoren wurden mittels Poisson-Regression identifiziert.   

Ergebnisse: Der ScR zeigte, dass weltweit nur 22 Geburtskohortenstudien Symptomtagebücher 

zur Erfassung von ARI ab der Geburt verwendeten. Die LöwenKIDS-Kohorte stellte dabei die 

jüngste Kohorte dar. Die Analyse der ARIs ergab, dass in den ersten zwei Lebensjahren 

durchschnittlich 13,7 ARIs (SD: 5,2, Median: 14,0, IQR: 10-17) detektiert werden konnten, mit 

einer durchschnittlichen Dauer von 11 Tagen pro Infektion (SD: 5,8, Median: 9,7, IQR: 7-14). 

ARIs traten häufiger im Winter als im Sommer auf und das mittlere Alter für die erste ARI-

Episode betrug 91 Tage (IQR: 57–128, Mean: 107, SD: 84.5). Der Besuch einer Kindertagesstätte 

und das Vorhandensein von Geschwistern wurde mit einer erhöhten Häufigkeit von ARIs in den 

ersten zwei Lebensjahren in Verbindung gebracht, während ausschließliches Stillen über einen 

Zeitraum von weniger als vier Monaten mit weniger ARIs verbunden war, als ausschließliches 

Stillen über einen längeren Zeitraum. 

Schlussfolgerungen: Diese Dissertation gibt einen ersten Überblick über 

Geburtskohortenstudien mit Symptomtagebuch-Ansatz und bietet einen detaillierten Einblick in 

die Symptomlast von ARIs bei Kindern in Deutschland während der ersten zwei Lebensjahre.  

Langer, Susan: Wie häufig sind Kinder von akuten respiratorischen Infektionen betroffen? 

Häufigkeit und Symptomlast akuter respiratorischer Infektionen in den ersten zwei Lebensjahren, 

basierend auf Symptomtagebuchdaten der LöwenKIDS-Studie, Halle (Saale), Univ. Med. Fak., 

Diss., 79 Seiten, 2022 
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1 Introduction and objectives 

1.1 Disease burden of respiratory infections in early childhood 

In general the immune system is constantly developing from birth to adulthood, especially 

during the neonatal period and the first years of life [1]. Before and immediately after 

birth, the infant´s immune system is supported by trans placental IgG antibodies from the 

mother. Thereafter, some immunity is transferred to the infant through the mothers' milk 

[2]. However, especially after birth, the immune system is challenged by exposure to 

various microorganisms. Infants come into contact with a variety of different pathogens 

throughout their lives, including pathogens that infect the respiratory tract to which they 

are particularly susceptible [3]. Because infants do not have the long-term protective 

immunity as adults, they are more susceptible to ubiquitous respiratory viruses such as 

influenza and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) and suffer from recurrent respiratory 

infections [4]. 

1.1.1 Acute respiratory infections (ARI)  

ARIs are considered among the most common childhood infections worldwide (WHO) 

in the first years of life and are the leading cause of death in children under five years, 

especially in developing countries, independent of pandemics [5-7].  

According to the anatomical location, ARI can be categorized in upper respiratory tract 

infection (URTI) and lower respiratory tract infection (LRTI). 

Upper respiratory tract infection (URTI) includes all conditions, upper respiratory 

tract affecting the larynx, pharynx, nose and ear and result in symptoms like the common 

cold with rhinorrhea, sore throat, sneezing, runny/ blocked nose, cough, hoarseness and 

sometimes fever. Accordingly, typical illnesses are rhinitis, sinusitis, otitis media, 

pharyngitis and laryngitis [8, 9]. Most ARIs are URTIs, which usually have shorter 

duration and milder course of infection than LRTIs [10, 11]. Lower respiratory tract 

infection (LRTI) accordingly includes all diseases of the lower respiratory tract, i.e. the 

trachea, the primary bronchi and the lungs. Typical diseases are bronchitis, bronchiolitis 

and pneumonia, which can be accompanied by symptoms such as tachypnea, wheezing, 

severe cough, fever and shortness of breath [8]. It occurs less frequently, but with 

considerably more severe symptoms than URTI [9].  
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1.1.1.1 Typical viruses and bacteria in ARI 

Most commonly, ARIs are caused by viruses, like human rhinovirus (HRV), respiratory 

syncytial virus (RSV), influenza viruses, coronaviruses, parainfluenza viruses, 

adenoviruses, respiratory enteroviruses, human metapneumovirus hMPV, human 

bocavirus [12, 13]. HRV is observed as the most common causative agent of URTIs, 

which are usually mild in the form of a single infection [11, 14]. Severe courses may also 

occur in some cases, most of them are more likely to be due to coinfection of HRV and 

RSV[14]. Costa et al.  also showed, however, that despite the predominance of symptoms 

of the upper respiratory tract (63.6%), more than one-third of HRV single infections also 

had symptoms of LRTIs, with many cases of bronchiolitis and wheezing bronchitis or 

bronchospasm [14]. The exact contribution of the presence of HRV varies widely 

between 10-80% of all URTIs in different settings [11, 13, 15-17]. In contrast to the most 

common agent of URTIs, respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is the most commonly 

detected agent for LRTIs in children during the first two years of life [11, 18]. Almost all 

children undergo RSV infections in the first two years of life, while RSV is also the 

leading cause of hospitalization and death in children up to one year of age [14, 19]. A 

review by Li et al., combining data from 481 studies, estimated RSV-associated acute 

LRTIs in the first five years of life at 33 million worldwide in 2019 [20]. Among these, 

three to six million RSV-associated acute LRTIs were associated with hospitalization. A 

total of 101 400 RSV-associated deaths are estimated in the first five years of life. 

Approximately 6. 6 million RSV-associated acute LRTIs were shown in infants 0-6 

months of age, and one to four million RSV-associated acute LRTIs were shown in 

hospitalizations. This included 45700 deaths attributable to RSV. Particularly in children 

aged 28 days to six months, three to six present of deaths can be attributed to RSV. More 

than 97% of RSV-associated deaths in all age groups occurred in low- and middle-income 

countries [20]. In addition to the aforementioned viruses, bacteria or even fungi can also 

lead to LRTIs. While bacteria pneumococcus is the most common pathogen in the 

occurrence of pneumonia, Haemophilus influenzae type b (Hib) is the second most 

common cause of bacterial pneumonia. Another agent for causing pneumonia is 

mycoplasma pneumoniae [21]. Pneumonia is an inflammation of the lung tissue and / or 

alveoli [5] and according to the WHO, approximately 740,180 children under the age of 

five died worldwide in 2019, accounting for about 14% of all deaths in children under the 

age of five years. Most deaths occur in South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa. Normally, 
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pneumonia can be treated with antibiotics, but only one third of children worldwide 

receive the antibiotic they need [5]. However, it is difficult to distinguish clinically 

between viral or bacterial pneumonia [22], mixed infections account for up to 30% of 

infections, which  determine the patient's symptom burden [5, 23]. The risk of 

transmission is dependent on the specific virus [9].  

1.1.1.2 Frequency of ARI 

Different frequencies of development of ARI in the first two years of life are reported 

internationally [24-27].  The number of ARI depends on various factors, such as the 

selection of the survey method, the choice of the definition of ARI, the survey period, the 

selection of the study participants, the corresponding family history and the age of entry 

into a child care setting. Especially in Germany, the number of acute respiratory episodes 

(ARE) in early childhood has not been sufficiently studied. Many parents are concerned 

about the numerous infections in young children and suspect a weakened immune system, 

potentially leading to numerous unnecessary examinations, according to Grüber et al. 

[28].  In various studies internationally between three and nine ARI per year were found 

in early childhood for children up to two years of age [25, 26, 28-32]. Among all these 

studies, a German study showed the lowest reported number of ARI in the first year of 

life with 3.1 episodes, while von Linstow et al. from Denmark ranked the highest with 

9.7 episodes in the first year of life [32]. In Germany, Grüber et al. were able to report 

reference values and thus the frequency of ARI for children born in 1990 based on 

questionnaires. Average numbers of ARI were recorded with 3.1 ARI in the first and 3.2 

ARI in the second year of life. In preschool age (3-5 years), the frequency of infections 

decreased to 2.1 to 2.3 episodes per year and stabilized at one ARI per year in school age 

(6 -12 years) [28]. Similarly, in the Netherlands, De Hoog et al. show that the incidence 

of ARI peaked in the first two years of life and declined thereafter [33]. No frequency of 

ARI in children has been published in Germany since the study by Grüber et al. 2008 with 

data from 1990. ARI episodes were more common in the winter months showing a well-

known seasonal variation of respiratory tract infections in the northern hemisphere [28, 

32]. Individual information on the frequency of infections can indicate a particularly high 

susceptibility to infections and initiate further investigations.  
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1.1.1.3 ARI definition 

As mentioned in 1.1.1.2, the frequency of ARI varies widely internationally and depends 

on several factors. Considering uniform study designs, such as prospective birth cohort 

studies with a uniform use of symptom diaries, which is a useful tool for assessing the 

comprehensive burden of disease caused by ARI in young children, one factor should still 

receive intensive consideration. The correct definition of ARI plays an important role. A 

research group led by Zoch et al. identified all definitions used to determine ARI in 

prospective symptom diary studies and compared them using their own data set [34]. 

They considered the definitions of Kusel et al. [30], Lambert et al. [35], von Linstow et 

al. [32], Samet et al. [29], Sarna et al. [25], and Douglas et al. [36]. They demonstrated 

that the use of different definitions of ARI episodes resulted in considerably differences 

in the number and duration of ARI episodes. In addition, they showed that the total 

number of ARI episodes and the total number of days with ARI varied by a factor of 1.69 

and 1.53, respectively, between the lowest and highest number of duration used for ARI 

definition [34]. The analyses in the present work were based on the episode definition of 

Lambert et al., which was in the middle range of these variations and neither 

underestimated nor overestimated ARI episode frequency [24, 35]. We classified ARIs 

by distinguishing between A- and B-symptoms. An A-symptom was defined as fever, 

wheezing, wet cough, and doctor-diagnosed pneumonia or otitis media, whereby B-

symptoms included dry cough, chills, sore throat, runny or blocked nose, increased need 

to sleep, loss of appetite, and increased attachment. We defined the beginning of an ARI 

episode as the occurrence of at least one A-symptom or a day with two B-symptoms. If 

there were no symptoms for three consecutive days, the episode ended and a new episode 

could begin. The occurrence of single/isolated B-symptoms were considered within an 

episode, but not as the start of an episode (P1). 
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1.1.1.4 Symptom burden and symptom duration 

All children in all age groups experience ARI symptoms at some point and seek medical 

attention. In the prospective cohort study “Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and 

Children (ALSPAC)” with 13,617 preschool children in the southwest of England, 

parents were regularly asked about their children's symptoms at six, 18, 30, 42, and 57 

months of age. A total of 7865 (57.8%) parents responded to all five questionnaires [37]. 

A median of one or two different symptoms led to a consultation. The most common 

respiratory symptoms were cold and cough. For example, in the first six months of life, 

88% of children showed typical cold symptoms, 65% cough, and 39% high temperature. 

Compared to the age of six to twelve months, 95% of the children showed cold symptoms, 

84% cough and 68% high temperature in that time span. The latter proportions at six to 

twelve months of age remained relatively similar until the age of 54 months. Symptoms 

like wheezing, headache, rash and earache, affected at least 20% of children. Shortness 

of breath, ear discharge and respiratory failure were less common and affected no more 

than 10% of children in each age group [37].  

In their prospective longitudinal study (n=263) in Australia, Kusel et al. observed 

symptom burden in children up to five years of age using a symptom diary and regular 

interviews with parents [30]. Similarly, cold symptoms, such as runny / stuffy nose were 

the most common symptom, lasting between four days and two weeks in approximately 

69% of participants. More than 75% of ARI were associated with cough, which also lasted 

between four days and two weeks. One-third of ARIs were associated with fever above 

38°C, which resolved between one and three days and were associated with rattling or 

wheezing. In 81% of these cases, symptoms resolved within seven days after onset [30]. 

Fifty-three percent of children in the first year of life experienced at least one LRTI, with 

most symptoms lasting one to two weeks and in some cases up to four weeks. In the first 

three years of life, a symptom duration of seven to 14 days could be measured. The 

duration of ARI also differed depending on age and whether there was a physician 

consultation. The children without consultation were less ill than the children with 

consultation. Children, who did not undergo medical consultation, experienced on 

average six days of symptoms, whereas children with consultation experienced on 

average nine days with symptoms. In children younger and older than three years, the 

average symptom duration was eleven and seven days, respectively. Similarly, 
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differences in symptom duration were evident between symptoms reported for URTI 

(twelve days) and symptoms for LRTI with eight days [30].  

1.1.1.5 Physician consultation 

Although most ARIs are not severe they still contribute to high numbers of outpatient 

visits [37].  Young children, in particular, often show symptoms and parents accordingly 

seek medical attention frequently, especially for respiratory problems [37]. Sands et al. 

showed in their study at a UK university hospital, that 44.4% of patients at a pediatric 

emergency department presented with respiratory symptoms and fever [38]. They also 

showed that of all children in this cohort aged zero to 15 years, 70% comprised the age 

zero to four years. In addition, Kusel et al. found that approximately 46% of ARI episodes 

were presented to a primary care physician. Of these, 23% were treated with antibiotics, 

and younger children with LRTI symptoms were more likely to see a primary care 

physician [30]. Hay et al. showed that parents with previous experience in their other 

children were less likely to see a doctor [37].  

1.1.1.6 Hospitalization 

A proportion of these physician consultations also resulted in hospitalizations. For 

example, one modeling study examined the global burden of hospitalizations for acute 

LRTI caused by RSV in young children in 58 countries in 2019. Results showed that the 

median RSV-associated ALRI hospitalization was 514 (339-866) hospitalizations per 

thousand children younger than five years. Large differences were found between 

countries. Nevertheless, a very high number of RSV-associated ALRI hospitalizations 

was observed in infants younger than one year in all countries (median 45%, IQR 32-56, 

of all hospitalizations for ALRI), especially in low-income countries (58% IQR 50-62) 

[39]. 

1.1.1.7 Prescription of antibiotics 

Related to the frequency of respiratory infections in young children is the very frequent 

prescription of antibiotics. In a comparison of five European countries (2005-2008), 

Germany followed Italy in first place in the ranking, with an antibiotic prescription rate 

in children of 560.8 prescriptions per 1000 person-years. The Netherlands were ranked 

fifth, with a prescription frequency of 294.2 prescriptions per 1000 person-years [40]. 

Both nationally [41] and regionally [40], children with ARI are prescribed antibiotics too 
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frequently, although the infections are usually caused by viral pathogens [42]. The 

German Society for Pediatric Infectious Diseases (DGPI) also reported that generous and 

untargeted use occurs, especially for respiratory infections, and moreover half of the 

antibiotics administered are incorrectly dosed, resulting in the spread of antibiotic 

resistance [43]. In addition to possible adverse effects and risks, early application of 

antibiotics may be associated with an increased incidence of atopic dermatitis. Mubanga 

et al. showed this in their study, while Kusel et al. were unable to show these effects [44].  

1.1.1.8 Absenteeism in education and work/ economic burden 

When children fall ill with ARIs, they cannot attend daycare or school and also parents 

taking care of their sick children at home often cannot be present at work. Using two 

randomized controlled trials, Schot et al. found that ARI had major effects on the overall 

well-being of children who consulted a physician. More than 50% of children (n=149) 

did not attend daycare or school for several days after the doctor's consultation. Twenty-

eight percent of mothers and 20% of fathers reported absence from work. Parent care was 

required in 48% of cases. A quarter of the parents reported that they had to make extra 

arrangements for the childcare [45].  

The high incidence of ARIs represent a marked economic burden. In a model, Fendrick 

et al. estimated the cost of non-influenza ARI related to the entire U.S. population, at $40 

billion annually. Direct medical costs are approximately 45% ($17 billion) of total costs, 

and indirect costs are approximately 55% ($22.5 billion) of total costs. Indirect costs 

include a significantly higher proportion of costs due to lost work time for the care of 

children than lost work time for an individual's own illness [46]. Specific to ARI in 

children, Hollinghorst et al. examined the costs associated with acute cough in otherwise 

healthy preschool children aged three to 59 months in an incidence- and prevalence-based 

cost-of-illness study from the perspective of the UK NHS (National Health Service) and 

parents and caregivers. They found that acute cough in children in this age range was 

associated with substantial costs for healthcare providers. Mean cost per episode to the 

NHS in September 2004 - May 2005 was: £27.43 (95% CI: £24.38 - £30.49), with a mean 

cost per episode to parents and carers of: £14.77 (£4.90 - £24.65). The annual cost to the 

NHS in the UK: was at least £31.5m (95% CI: £28.0m - £35.0m). The majority of these 

costs were incurred by physician consultations. For parents, there were some personal 

costs associated with travel and expenses for over-the-counter preparations, and there 

may be considerable loss of income [47].  
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1.1.2 Factors associated with frequency of ARI 

There are several factors associated with the frequency of ARI in the first two years of 

life. Previous studies have found that, for example, increasing age (until the second year 

of life) [25, 28, 32], cold seasons [25, 28, 32], daycare attendance [25, 28, 32, 33, 48-50], 

presence of older siblings [28, 32, 48, 49], maternal smoking [48], maternal asthma [49] 

and male sex are associated with a higher incidence of ARI [49], whereas full 

breastfeeding  is associated with a lower incidence of ARI [51-53]. For example, de Hoog 

et al. showed that children who go to daycare in the first year of life have considerably 

earlier URTI and acute otitis media (AOM) compared to children who were cared for at 

home. Overall, children who attend a daycare center between the ages of six and twelve 

months use more health resources overall than children not attending daycare. These 

children did show a higher incidence rate for URTI and AOM in the first year of life, but 

a lower incidence rate from four to six years of age [33]. 

1.1.3 Association to asthma bronchiale 

The WHO states that events in early childhood, such as respiratory infections, which can 

affect the developing lung, increase the risk of asthma [54]. Similarly, other sources 

indicate that infections in the early childhood phase may influence the development of  

Asthma [55-57]. The exact mechanism is not yet known [58]. Toivonen et al. showed that 

children with asthma at the age of seven years have a 7.2-fold risk of having nine or more  

ARIs per year in the first two years of life, compared to children who did not develop 

asthma at the age of seven [26]. Similarly, children with asthma in the seventh year of 

life are more likely to have had more days with symptoms, especially wheezing, to have 

been hospitalized for severe wheezing, to have had pneumonia and a RSV infection than 

children without asthma. In contrast, children with asthma show a less frequent 

occurrence of ARI due to a rhinovirus infection [26]. In conclusion, an increased number 

of ARIs in the first 24 months of life was associated with an increased risk of asthma at 

age of seven years.  

Children who developed asthma had more prolonged and severe ARIs in the first 24 

months of life than other children. These findings of Toivonen et al. suggest that the 

susceptibility to ARIs and asthma may share common pathophysiological mechanisms, 

or recurrent ARIs in early childhood may predispose the child to the development of 

asthma [26].  A meta-analysis by Kenmoe et al. examined the relationship between infant 
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LRTI and the development of asthma.  They showed, considering numerous confounding 

factors, that LRTI at age less than two years is associated with a markedly increased 

incidence of asthma up to age 20 years. This was independent of virus and LRTI type 

[59]. A recent meta-analysis from Europe, which combined original data from 38 birth 

cohort studies, similarly showed that respiratory infections in early childhood can 

influence the development of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease later in life, with the 

strongest effects seen in LRTIs [60]. 

 

1.2 Different methods to measure the burden of ARI 

1.2.1 Different designs in data collection 

Respiratory infections often heal spontaneously, and in less than 50% of cases a doctor's 

consultation is required, in even fewer cases hospitalization [30, 46]. Therefore, it is 

impossible to determine the true frequency and burden of ARI from physician reports or 

hospital-based studies [61, 62]. Individual information on the frequency of infections can 

indicate a particularly high susceptibility to infections and initiate further investigations. 

Previous observational studies have used different survey methods to determine the 

frequency of ARI episodes. These were mainly retrospective surveys with parent-based 

questionnaires or interviews [50, 63, 64], studies in which patients visit the clinic when 

symptoms occur and documentation is done there. Few studies used prospective symptom 

diaries which were kept by the parents with enormous efforts [36, 65, 66].  In rare cases 

a combined approach of symptom diaries kept by parents and interviews was chosen [67, 

68]. Retrospective survey methods were most commonly used. However, such 

retrospective methods can lead to underreporting and recall problems [69] unless only a 

short period of time is considered [70]. Therefore, it is of high importance to assess the 

frequency of ARI using a real-time approach, such as daily entries in a symptom diary. 

Symptom diaries are tools that allow participants to record symptoms daily and 

systematically over a period of time [71]. Symptom diaries are an excellent tool to 

counteract under-reporting and to allow a detailed description of the burden of disease. 

Symptom diaries are a valuable tool in research projects, but they can also support 

diagnostic and therapeutic processes in clinical practice [69, 71, 72]. 
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1.2.2 Birth cohort studies 

For many specific etiologic questions, information on a mild course of infections is 

needed. However, this requires prospective data, and collecting this information is 

challenging. Therefore, accurate recording of ARI in early childhood requires carefully 

planned prospective birth cohort studies using symptom diaries. This permits the analysis 

of a prospective evolution of symptoms associated with specific pathogens (if bio samples 

allow identification of pathogens) and taking into account previous episodes of infection, 

age at infection, and time since the last episode. Symptom diaries have a long tradition in 

the evaluation of acute infections [29, 73, 74] but are also very challenging. Therefore, 

other approaches are more commonly used, but possible recall bias must be accepted [75]. 

In addition, retrospective assessment does not adequately examine the duration of 

symptoms or how symptoms change over time. In birth cohort studies, newborns or 

infants are recruited before, at, or shortly after birth and followed for many years to 

examine associations between early childhood exposures and outcomes later in life. 

Many birth cohorts have focused on respiratory infectious diseases, and various aspects 

of these studies have been addressed in systematic reviews and scoping reviews [76-78]. 

However, none of these studies focused on the prospective recording of respiratory tract 

infections using symptom diaries in combination with bio samples. This information can 

be used to study patterns and severity of symptoms associated with pathogens and other 

factors such as susceptibility, immune system development, or development of chronic 

diseases in life.  
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1.2.2.1 LöwenKIDS birth cohort 

The results of this thesis are based on data from the LöwenKIDS birth cohort, which was 

established by a large multicenter interdisciplinary study team that includes the author of 

this thesis. The LoewenKIDS study is an ongoing population-based observational birth 

cohort study, which recruited 782 newborns between November 2014 and February 2018 

in five study regions in Germany (Clinicaltrials.Gov Identifier: NCT02654210). 

Participants were recruited antenatal and postpartum until the age of three months and are 

followed up until the age of 15 years (Figure 1). In 2020, all study participants were two 

years old or older, and analyses were based on pre-covid pandemic data.  

The overall aim of the birth cohort LöwenKIDS is to record all respiratory and 

gastrointestinal infections in infancy in order to investigate the impact of infection 

patterns, timing and sequence, as well as other risk factors, on the development of asthma 

and atopic diseases from a life course perspective. A detailed description of the study 

design, recruitment methods, and data collection can be found elsewhere (P3). 

 

 

Figure 1 Data collection in the LöwenKIDS cohort during the entire study period. 
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1.3 Research question 

In summary, ARIs represent the most common childhood illnesses worldwide, although 

the reported frequency varies widely. In Germany, the frequency of ARI was last reported 

for children born in 1990. Here, only three episodes per year were retrospectively 

recorded for children in the first year of life. Despite the fact that most ARIs are not 

severe, they still lead to a high number of physician consultations, hospitalizations, 

antibiotic prescriptions, socioeconomic burden, and absence from work and care. In 

addition, there are numerous associations with occurrence of asthma in later life. The 

study of symptoms of respiratory infections in the home setting requires specific 

prospective cohort studies that use diaries. Symptom diaries are an effective tool to 

address potential underreporting, particularly of milder infections, and thus provide an 

opportunity to highlight and assess the entire history of ARIs. To date, little is known 

about which and how many studies use (used) a prospective approach with symptom 

diaries to detect ARI and how often children are affected by ARI. 

1. The present thesis gives an overview of research on ARI using a scoping review. 

Special attention was given to prospective birth cohort studies that identify ARIs 

using a symptom diary approach and are able to consider the whole history of 

infection from birth. Especially, we aimed to compile, map, and compare the existing 

birth cohort studies collecting symptom diary information on respiratory infections 

in childhood starting at birth to promote potential research collaborations and exploit 

synergies. We considered the different methods, the collection of bio samples and 

environmental exposures in order to identify studies suitable for providing a holistic 

understanding of the association of ARI as exposure with potential long-term 

sequelae in a life course perspective. The scoping review aims to inspire scientists 

and clinicians to collaborate with birth cohort studies to potentially identify and 

understand the pattern, timing, and sequence of respiratory tract infections and their 

association with immune system development and other exposures in a life course 

perspective. 
 

2. In order to investigate a complete history of especially respiratory infections, the 

birth cohort LöwenKIDS was established. Based on this prospective population-

based longitudinal study, symptom diary data and cross-sectional data permitted a 

first analysis of frequency and symptom burden as well as of factors associated with 

ARI in the first two years of life.  
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2 Discussion 
 

The overall goal of this work was to identify the disease burden due to ARIs and to give 

an overview of birth cohorts by using a symptom diary, starting from birth to detect ARI 

in children. We identified 22 birth cohort studies that collected respiratory symptom data 

from birth by using a symptom diary. The number of participants was highly 

heterogeneous, ranging from 129 to 8677 newborns, similarly the duration of symptom 

diary use, which included a duration of five or six years in only four studies. In contrast, 

16 studies collected symptom diary data only up to the second year of life. More than 

70% of the studies completed recruitment 10 years ago, and four of the studies completed 

recruitment before 1992. The youngest and also one of the studies that used a symptom 

diary to collect ARI for the longest period of time is the LöwenKIDS study, followed in 

duration of follow-up by the Danish Copenhagen prospective studies on asthma in 

childhood (COPSAC) cohort, which also used the symptom diary for six years at birth. 

Nearly all studies collected bio samples and information on associated factors. Initial 

analyses of the LöwenKIDS birth cohort showed that children experienced on average 

13.7 ARI episodes during the first two years of life (first year 6.0 ARIs, second year 7.7 

ARIs) with a mean duration of eleven days. ARIs increased until approximately 14 

months of age and stabilized thereafter. They occurred more frequently in the winter 

months than in the summer months. The most common symptoms in the first two years 

of life were found to be mainly runny / stuffy nose and cough. Attending daycare and 

having siblings in the same household was associated with an increased risk of a greater 

frequency of ARIs in the first two years of life, while exclusive short-term breastfeeding 

(less than four months) was associated with fewer ARIs compared with exclusive 

breastfeeding for four to six months. 

The individual results have already been discussed in the publications (P1, P2), thus in 

the following discussion the broader context is considered and the results are discussed 

comprehensively.  
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2.1 How many infections are normal? 

In general, the occurrence of numerous ARIs in the first two years of life is often 

described as normal. The definition of the terminology "normal" which accompanies 

numerous descriptions is of particular importance. Grüber et al. established reference 

values for Germany about 30 years ago, using data from the MAS-90 birth cohort study. 

In addition to the average ARI frequencies, they stated in 2008 that in infants of up to 

eleven ARI in the first two years can be considered "normal" and that an immune 

deficiency does not have to be suspected, thus reassuring parents and avoiding over 

diagnosis [28].  

The term “normal” can assume different meanings: On the one hand, "normal" can be 

perceived as something "natural", "usual", "typical" or "harmless", on the other hand as a 

dichotomous comparison (normal vs. abnormal). Normal is also known to be used to 

separate health from disease. According to Marktl, "normal" can also be understood as 

"typical" when a generally accepted practice is the reference or ultimately as "average" 

when describing what is most representative in a group [79]. In numerous international 

birth cohort studies, the average number of ARI varies from 3.1 to 9.7 episodes in the first 

year of life [28, 32]. In our LöwenKIDS cohort, we identified an average of six ARIs in 

the first year of life, eight ARIs in the second year of life, and about fourteen ARIs in the 

first two years of life. The cumulative distribution of ARI frequency shows that about 

25% of children had less than ten ARI episodes and 25% even more than 17 ARI episodes 

in the first two years of life (P1). So we use average values as a basis for our assessment, 

which we then interpret colloquially as normal? So, does that mean that everything that 

occurs frequently is to be assessed colloquially as healthy?  Thereby, we still know far 

too little especially in the field of infection epidemiology with regard to ARI. We know 

from this and numerous other studies e.g. how many ARIs a child experiences on average 

in the first years of life [24, 26, 30], how long these infections persist, at which time 

infections occur most frequently and when they occur for the first time in life [61], which 

symptoms are predominant at which time, which pathogens occur most frequently in 

which ARIs [80] and which associations exist with factors that increase the occurrence of 

these infections [25, 30, 61, 80, 81]. We also know that the immune system must first 

develop, particularly during the neonatal period and in the first years of life, in order to 

respond to the exposure to pathogens [1, 2]. 
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However, it is not yet sufficiently known whether these many ARI in the early childhood, 

which are considered colloquially as "normal", have a possible positive effect on children, 

as postulated by the hygiene hypothesis, e.g. with regard to allergies [82], or whether a 

later negative effect, e.g., the development of chronic diseases in later life due to 

infections in early childhood, is predominant [60]. 

The hygiene hypothesis aims to explain why allergy and asthma prevalence has increased 

in recent decades in more western industrialized countries, especially in urban regions. In 

doing so, it invokes that exposures to certain microorganisms in early childhood protect 

against allergies. The hypothesis originated from the observation of Stachan, who as early 

as 1989 tried to find an explanation for the enormous increase in asthma and atopic 

diseases, with increasing hygienic conditions. He found that contact with an increasing 

number of older siblings in the household was inversely related to the development of 

hay fever [83]. He hypothesized that decreasing family size and improved hygienic 

conditions over time reduced certain cross infections of young families [83]. This 

hypothesis stimulated many researchers to study these topics and represented a central 

cornerstone in asthma and allergy research [82]. According to von Mutius, this hypothesis 

has been confirmed in numerous populations and is considered today to be one of the 

most solid epidemiological findings related to allergies [82]. A very interesting aspect is, 

that with increase of older siblings in the household the probability of developing hay 

fever for smaller siblings decreases. In relation to our results and question, we can show 

in parallel that the presence of siblings in the same household is associated with a higher 

incidence of ARI in children in the first two years of life (P1).  

Despite extensive research in the field, scientists, especially around the team of Mutius et 

al., struggled to identify and mechanistically understand the relevant components to 

develop prevention strategies in the field of asthma and allergies [82]. The main directions 

that have emerged have focused, on the one hand, on infections with different pathogens, 

on the importance of environmental exposure to microbial compounds and, on the other 

hand, on their effects on the immune system [84]. The consideration of infections and 

their impact on asthma is still ongoing. A causal relationship between infections and 

asthma has not yet been demonstrated.  However, two meta-analyses from 2022, among 

numerous other studies [26, 56, 85, 86], show associations between LRTIs and a later 

onset of asthma. In addition to Kenmoe et al. (see 1.1.3), a recent and very impressive 

study by Van Meel et al. showed associations between LRTIs and asthma. The special 
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characteristic of this work was the combination of results from 38 birth cohort studies 

with analysis of data from over 150000 children.  The results show that children with 

early LRTIs had lower lung function scores at school age than children with URTIs in the 

early childhood phase. As mentioned earlier, the risk of children to develop asthma was 

increased if they had early LRTIs in infancy [60]. These associations seem to be 

strengthened over time. In contrast, the team around von Mutius was able to show, when 

looking at mild URTIs, that repeated mild viral infections excluding LRTIs in early life 

can reduce the risk of developing asthma by school age [87].  

2.2 Birth cohorts and collaboration 

Exposures during the prenatal and postnatal periods have implications for children's 

health and may also have implications for later morbidity. Symptom diaries are an 

effective tool to address potential underreporting, particularly of milder infections, and 

thus provide an opportunity to highlight and assess the entire history of ARIs. Birth cohort 

studies with prospective approaches are needed to examine these associations [88].   

In these scoping review (P2), we identified 22 birth cohort studies using a symptom diary 

to collect symptoms of respiratory infections beginning within the first four months after 

birth. The number of detected birth cohort studies using diaries is small compared to the 

overall number of birth cohort studies that were established on bronchial asthma, 

allergies, and respiratory infections. It is particularly notable that there are many birth 

cohorts but few with a valuable symptom diary approach directly from birth or shortly 

after birth. Similarly, it is striking that each study collects vast amounts of data on its own, 

cleans them, and in the end can only include a certain proportion of participants for 

analysis.  

The LöwenKIDs study represents one of the youngest birth cohorts in the ScR and at the 

same time with the Danish COPSAC study [89, 90], also one of the rare ones that collects 

and collected, respectively, valuable symptom diary data on ARIs - from birth onwards- 

over a long period of six years. Two other studies, the Australian Perth Cohort [11] and 

the Finnish STEP- Study [91] can draw on five years of symptom diary data on ARIs. All 

other birth cohorts identified only collected symptom diary data for the first three years 

or less. In addition, most of these studies, e.g. the STEP study with 1827 participants, the 

PASTURE study with 1133, the LöwenKIDS study with 782 participants, the Perth 

cohort with 263 participants, and the COPSAC cohort with 441 participants, partially 
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have high numbers of participants at baseline (P2). However, all the researchers around 

these birth cohorts know the problem of participant recruitment and the consequently 

even greater challenge of being able to retain these participants over a long period of time. 

Another challenge is the completeness of the data, especially with symptom diaries 

requiring daily entries. Based on the drop-out rates of the studies in the ScR (P2), the 

difficulty in retaining participants in the study is recognizable. The identified drop-out 

rates in the first year of life ranged from around 10% in the Perth cohort [30] and the 

Copenhagen cohort [80] to 47% in the Adelaide cohort [36]. In contrast, the STEPS study 

[92] reported a drop-out rate of 6% at 13 months. The LoewenKIDS- cohort showed 12% 

at two years, 32.5% in the Vigall cohort [93], and 58% in the Adelaide cohort [36].  

In 2004, Kongevinas et al. described the importance of joint collaborations. He identified 

three main reasons for the urgency of cohort collaboration and shared data use. These 

reasons include increasing statistical power, efficient design because a large multinational 

study population allows selective sampling by exposure or outcome, and reproducibility 

of results [88]. In the field of asthma and allergy research alone, there are over 130 birth 

cohorts that have been established over the last approximately 40 years [88]. These 

cohorts contain an impressive amount of data that are isolated and housed in independent 

databases in a wide variety of institutions in different countries.  

To overcome this problem, some European Union research initiatives have formed, such 

as The Global Allergy and Asthma European Network (GA2LEN) or The Mechanisms 

of the Development of Allergy (MeDALL), and have sought to identify, compare, and 

evaluate data from existing European birth cohorts [94, 95].   

For this purpose systematic reviews were conducted and the relevant birth cohort studies 

in Europe were identified and the data were pooled in a database- as part of the GA2LEN-

initiative [96]. Major challenges existed in harmonizing data already collected in different 

ways. To partially prevent this for future surveys, the MeDALL initiative has even 

developed its own harmonized MeDALL-Core Questionnaire on asthma 

symptomatology (MeDALL-CQ), which is freely available in nine different languages 

and has already been used by numerous birth cohort studies [97]. 

This may allow for more comparable data and insights across different cohorts and 

countries in Europe in the future [97]. The success of such collaborations is documented 

by the above-mentioned initiatives and resulting publications [98, 99]. Kogevinas, who 
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in 2004 proposed more collaboration among birth cohorts, participated in the previously 

mentioned work of Van Meel et al. [60].  In this meta-analysis with original data, which 

was achieved by merging 38 birth cohort studies, data from 150000 children could be 

analyzed. It showed associations between infections in infancy, especially URTIs, and 

the later occurrence of asthma [60].  

The author of this thesis chose a similar approach as Keil et al. [96] and compiled an 

extensive research on the methods of birth cohort studies - however on the topic of ARI 

and with a focus on symptom diary data - in the form of a ScR (P2) in order to stimulate 

potential international research collaborations and to exploit synergies.  

The above-mentioned initiatives have tended to involve the pooling of birth cohort studies 

with a focus on questionnaires. No initiatives focusing on valuable diary data and ARI in 

infancy exist to date. A pooling of studies with the same study design and similar 

questions to make research in this area more efficient would certainly support birth cohort 

studies with a focus on the collection of the entire infection history and thus the use of a 

symptom diary. Such data could be combined with data from analysis of bio samples and 

exposures. As a further possible foresight, the approach described by Zoch et al. of 

transferring different definitions to a uniform one, e.g. by the Delphi-method [34], could 

be pursued with such a cooperation. It would also be conceivable to develop a uniform 

approach to recording symptoms, for example by means of a uniform symptom diary in 

several languages, as was done with the MeDALL-CQ [97]. 
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2.3 Strengths and limitations  

The strengths of this study were the prospective birth cohort study design and the presence 

of detailed diary data on respiratory symptoms in the first two years of life. Symptom 

diaries, with their prospective approach, provide more valid data compared with 

retrospective data, i.e., higher reporting and incidence rates, thereby mitigating recall bias 

[69, 72, 73]. However, this design also presents numerous difficulties, starting with  

challenging and particularly time-consuming data collection, which can be very stressful 

for participants and affect compliance [100, 101] and even leads to tiredness [102]. This 

may explain the drop-out rate of 12% at two years in our study. It is also likely that the 

chosen study design with a symptom diary approach discouraged study candidates from 

participation in the first place. Comparison of ARI episodes can be very difficult if 

different recording methods (retrospective or by physician consultations) were used 

regardless of the different exposures to which the children were exposed. However, 

comparison is also difficult when the same recording method but different definitions are 

used to identify an ARI episode based on symptoms [34]. 

The scoping review is, to our knowledge, the first comprehensive attempt to summarize, 

map, and compare birth cohort studies with symptom diaries in which a symptom diary 

for respiratory symptoms was maintained from birth. The strength of our review is the 

comprehensive search of the literature. Our rather specific search strategy in four 

databases was comprehensively extended by a very extensive search in registries and 

networks and in the reference lists of identified publications from all four databases. We 

hypothesize that this expanded search strategy minimized the likelihood of having missed 

a birth cohort study with the use of symptom diaries from birth onward. Finally, to ensure 

the accuracy of the extracted data, we contacted one or two authors of all included birth 

cohorts and had them confirm or supplement the extracted information. Accordingly, our 

study also had some limitations. There is always the possibility that a cohort study could 

not be detected by our criteria, for reasons such as the lack of a standardized wording for 

diaries, the lack of a registration requirement, the fact that not all birth cohort studies have 

a cohort profile, or the lack of publication to date. We hope that these problems could be 

minimized by a broad additional search. 
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2.4 Conclusion 

 

This thesis provides up-to-date and detailed findings on the occurrence of respiratory 

diseases and their symptom burden in the first two years of life - pre-pandemic - of 

children living in Germany, who are / were participants in the established LöwenKIDS 

birth cohort. Effects of increasing age, seasonality, daycare attendance, breastfeeding and 

the presence of siblings could be shown. Thus, this thesis provides pediatricians and 

researchers with information on the range of infection frequency in generally healthy 

children. This can be considered as a guide to the occurrence of ARIs in the 21st century. 

The results show a previously undescribed high frequency and burden of acute respiratory 

illness in German children in the first two years of life, which consequently may also 

place a great burden on parents and should therefore receive more public attention at this 

stage. 

In addition, this thesis provides methodological insights into the assessment of ARIs by 

means of symptom diaries. Thereby, a comprehensive overview of all birth cohort studies, 

which are suitable to present a holistic understanding of the relationship of ARI as 

exposure to possible long-term consequences in a life course perspective, could be given. 

In detail, 22 birth cohort studies that used symptom diaries, starting from birth to identify 

ARIs were found. Symptom diaries are a particularly powerful tool for prospective data 

collection, but long-term use is very difficult, so they are unlikely to be widely used. Our 

review shows that it can be done and has been done in several studies. Many questions 

related to the role of infections in immune development require information on symptom 

development and infection history over time. When combined with the collection and 

analysis of bio samples, this detailed information is very valuable. This review helps form 

collaborations among researchers to study the pattern, timing, and sequence of respiratory 

infections and their association with the developing immune system and other exposures 

in a life course perspective. 

In conclusion this thesis aims to stimulate collaborations related to diary data and ARI, 

among others, in asthma research, as is already being performed via numerous initiatives 

on similar topics. Thereby, a collaboration for a standardization of ARI definitions up to 

a standardization of a symptom diary could take place, which could lead to an 

international standardization of data collection. 
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4 Theses 
 

(1) Acute respiratory infections (ARI) occur very commonly in the first two years of life and, 

despite their usually mild course, are associated with a high disease burden and later onset of 

chronic diseases such as bronchial asthma. 

(2) Birth cohorts with a symptom diary approach from birth represent an effective design to 

capture the complete disease burden of ARI. 

(3) Despite a large number of existing birth cohort studies, there are 22 cohorts that collect(ed) 

ARI data starting from birth and using a symptom diary. Only four birth cohorts include both 

bio samples and a symptom diary over a five- or six-year period. 

(4) The LöwenKIDS study of the Institute of Medical Epidemiology, Martin Luther University 

Halle-Wittenberg, is currently the most recent study using a symptom diary approach and one 

of the few studies collecting symptom diary data from birth to the age of six years.  

(5) ARI occurred more frequently in the winter months than in the summer months. Frequency of 

ARI increased with age in the first year of life and decreased slightly toward the end of the 

second year of life. 

(6) An average of 13.7 ARIs (first year of life, 6.0 ARIs; second year, 7.7 ARIs) occurred during 

the first two years of life, with an average duration of eleven days (SD: 5.8, median 9.7, IQR: 

7-14). The median age at first ARI episode was 91 days (IQR: 57-128, mean: 107, SD: 84.5). 

(7) The presented frequencies of ARI of the LöwenKIDS study differ considerably from the most 

recently published and most comparable study in Germany, MAS-90 (Grüber et al. 2008), 

which refers to data from 1990 and shows a considerably lower average frequency in the first 

year of life of 3.1 ARI. 

(8) Symptoms of respiratory infections occurred most frequently between 13 and 18 months of 

age. Runny or blocked nose and cough represented the most common symptoms in the first 

two years of life.   

(9) Children who attended a daycare center during the first two years of life showed a 1.27-fold 

risk [95% CI 1.14; 1.42] of developing ARIs in the first two years of life compared to children 

who did not attend daycare. Similarly, children who lived with more than one sibling during 

the first two years of life showed a 2.7-fold risk [95% CI 0.76; 4.76] of developing ARIs during 

the first two years of life compared with children without siblings in the same household. 
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